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gence, exhibited, on the 20th of June, 1872, a bird moved by twisted 
caoutchouc, which, he states, elevated itself vertically to a height of 
nearly one meter. Continuing his researches with perseverance, he 
again exhibited his apparatus before the Society of Aerial Navigation 
on the 13th of January, 1875, after having supplied it with wings 
similar to those of my bird, and after having adopted several of the 
peculiarities which had made my machine successful. He then suc- 
ceeded in giving sustained flight to his machine, which we have our- 
selves seen fly horizontally nearly seven meters, after having been 
started by a slight impulse from the hand. M. Tatin, also, in 1874, 
made two very curious artificial birds, using twisted caoutchouc as a 
motor. M. Marcy has told us that he saw the first named fly in his 
garden, last :November, from eight to ten meters. We have seen the 
second, nearly identical with our bird, fly in a still more satisfactory 
manner. 
DOUBLE BLOWING ENGINE. 
By ROBERT BRIGGS, Civil Engineer. 
The engine shown on the accompanying plate was designed and 
constructed at the Southwark Foundry, of :Philadelphia, 1873. It 
was put in use at the foundry for running one or both of two cupolas 
of the Mackenzie type, in substitution for two rotary pressure blowers 
of previous existence, which had been found somewhat inefficient 
in service, from original want of size and inadequate belt power. 
Probably so much elaboration would not have been expended upon 
the supply of blast to cupolas for iron founding, if it had not been de- 
termined to make the engine in every way suitable for the continuous 
service of cupolas at a Bessemer works, and also to exhibit the feasi- 
bility of extension of the system to blowing charcoal blast furnaces, or 
even to the larger (mineral) coal blast furnaces, used in the manufacture 
of iron from the ore. The result of the experiment, however, showed 
that the expenditure of money in the construction of these engines was 
amply warranted by the certainty of the action, the reduction of cost 
for wear of the machines or driving parts, and by the gain in expend- 
iture for steam demanded to perform, more satisfactorily, more work 
than the pressure blowers formerly required, and as pressure blowers, 
when the requirement of blast is above a half pound per square inch, 
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were and are 15 to 20 per cent. more economical than centrifugal 
fans, the system of blowing by tubs would appear to be more profitable 
than any other. This last fact is generally admitted by all foundry- 
men where the quantity of iron to be poured daily, or at a time, is 
very considerable. The usual practice of direct steam blowing tubs 
has (in America at least) been a horizontal arrangement; in which the 
weight of the pistons, both steam and air, has occasioned a rapid im- 
pairment of the cylinders, demanding, commonly, a reboring of one 
or both after each two or three years' service. The attempt o sup- 
port the piston of a horizontal cylinder (especially the air piston) by 
the piston rod, which in such eases is extended through the back head, 
has proved an utter failure, with or without the back cross head ; and 
the common practice has been to run a horizontal blowing engine, 
with its leakages at the pistons, until the full pressure of steam avail- 
able to drive the machine fails to give an adequate blast, when repar- 
ation becomes inevitable. The last portion of the time of running, 
therefore, is attended with great loss of effect and consequent increase 
of cost. 
These conditions of wear attach also to the horizontal blowing en- 
gine for blast furnaces, which was, prior to 1848, in almost exclusive 
use in this country : our practice at that time having been a high 
pressure, direct acting one, in contradistinction to the beam engine of 
Smeaton or Watt, which formed and still forms the common type in 
Great Britain and on the continent. In 1847, the writer designed 
three arrange~aents of vertical blowing engines, with fly-wheel shaft 
below ; one with tub above and cylinder below, and one head cross 
head and two fly wheels; the second with same disposition, but with 
intermediate cross head, and also with tWO fly wheels ; and the third, 
with intermediate cross head, with cross tail, and one fly wheel. The 
third style of these engines was introduced b:~ Mr. Win. Firmstone, 
at the Glendon furnace, Easton, in 1848, and has continued in use 
to this time. Others like the first and second styles were built within 
two or three years of the same time by Messrs. I. P. Morris & Co., 
Port Richmond Iron Works, Philadelphia, (who also were builders of 
the engine for Glendon furnace). Since this time, this type of engine 
has met increasing favor, and it may now be said to predominate in 
American blast furnace use. The proportions of the first designed 
blowing cylinders were an equality of diameter with stroke, and until 
English practice had shown the superiority of stiffness of framing 
and in steadiness of work, proceeding from a shorter stroke, these 
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proportions were followed ; but more recently, within the past four 
or five years numerous hort stroke (i. e., a little less than two of 
stroke to one of diameter) engines have been built and put in oper- 
ation. The writer is of opinion that there were vertical engines in 
the neighborhood of Liege, Belgium, built prior to 1847, but upon 
this point he is not positively informed. It is certain that there was 
a vertical engine without fly wheel at Seraing prior to 1851, as de- 
scribed by Valerius.* 
Returning to the consideration of the engine at the Southwark 
foundry, it will be noticed that the arrangement of inlet and outlet 
valves was taken from the practice of John Gjers,J" but in other 
respects the disposition of the several parts of the machine is thought 
to be different from any previously proposed. It  will be seen from the 
plate that the arrangement consists of two separate vertical engines, 
connected to one shaft with a single fly wheel. In each of the engines, 
the steam cylinder casting was placed between two upright side frames, 
joining them together at the bottom, and the lower head of the blow- 
ing tub rested upon, and was attached to, the top of these frames. A 
wide cross head received the piston rod of the steam piston in its centre, 
and the two piston rods of the blowing piston were joined to cross head 
at such distances apart as would allow the crank to rotate between them. 
The bottom head of the blowing tub was hollowed upwards to allow 
the crank to pass over its upper centre, and bring down the entire 
height of the engine to the least practical imit. These two engines 
were in every respect independent from each other, except the 
coupling by the same shaft, and except also a small yoke or bridge 
over the fly wheel, which will be noticed on the plate. The last, how- 
ever, was not essential in working, but only convenient in construction 
and especially in erection, k foundation of brickwork, consisting of 
two 18 inch (2 brick) walls of 3 ft. depth (to solid original ground), 
and about 8½ ft. each in length, served to carry the engines and for 
the securing of ~he foundation bolts. For the maintenance of sta- 
bility of the double engine when at work, even this foundation was 
uncalled for, nor was the yoke connecting piece necessary, for it was 
found upon trim in the erecting shop of the Southwark foundry, 
where it stood, not fastened to a plank floor, upon stake wedges and 
* Fabrication de la fonte, Brussels, 1851. 
See JOURNAL OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, present volume, page 19. 
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leveling shims of iron ; that the speed of 110 revolutions per minute 
was attainable without vibration of moment, and without apparent 
tendency to move from its loose supports. The steam required to 
produce this rate of motion was supplied by a two in. wrought iron 
pipe about 100 feet in length, through numerous elbows, from a boiler 
carrying 45 to 60 lbs. per square inch, and the air escaping from the 
cylinder gave about ~ to 1 lb. per square inch. The subsequent use 
of the engine when in work at 60 to 70 strokes per minute, with 0'8 
lbs. pressure, exhibited the same freedom from disturbance and ex- 
emption from vibratory movement. 
The steam cylinders of this double engine were 12 inches diameter 
by 24 inches stroke, with a solid piston and three Ramsbottom rings of 
5-16 square steel for packing. The result of service in these packings 
has been to show a duration in continuous daily use, accompanied with 
unexceptionable tightness, of about 18 to 24 months; or in such cases 
as this one, where the use was about four hours per.day, about wice as 
long time. The plain slide valves had a broad lap to cut off at ~ the 
stroke, with a good negative l ad and ample cover to the exhaust, en- 
~uring quiet rotation, notwithstanding the expenditure of the expan- 
sive force of the air in the tub upon the crank, which occurs after 
passing the centres and before the entrance of air into the tubs on the 
return strokes. The steam piston rods were made o f  a common 4½ in. 
wrought iron tube, ¼ of an inch in thickness, which was screwed into 
the piston with a taper thread upon the rod of 1 to 82 on each side, 
the thread being a V of ~ an inch pitch. The lower or bottom end 
of the rods (tubes) had a head welded in, and the upper end covers to 
keep uu~ dirt. These dimensions of piston rods gave an approximate 
balance of steam pressure on the under side of the pistons against the 
weight of the reciprocating partsuboth the pistons with all rods, the 
cross heads, connections and cranks--so that with the coupling of the 
pair of engines at right angles, no balancing on the fly wheels or by 
crank balances was required. The cross heads were cast iron, of 
considerable depth but of great lightness. 
The blowing cylinders were 48 inches diameter by 24 inches 
stroke, with hollow cast iron pistons, having cast iron covers, 
or followers, as they might be called. The packing rings were two of 
Ramsbottom's, of cast iron, '2 inches by ~ an inch section, held out by 
leather backing strips placed behind them in the grooves, the leather 
being 1~ inches wide to allow the elasticity of form to be brought into 
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action. The blowing tubs seemed to work with tightness for two 
years of service~ but no examination was made to see what wear had oc- 
curred at that time. The valve arrangement, as has been stated, was 
borrowed from Mr. Gjers, but it was evident hat the area was much 
in excess of the necessities of supply or delivery of air. The motion 
of the valves on the supply side was exceedingly small as a whole, 
but a singular distribution of wide opening took place at the fullest 
speeds. Out of the nine inlet valves on one end of one cylinder, not 
over five or six would move perceptibly (except on close inspection), 
while 1, 2 or 3 would open quite wide, but it would not be the same 
one or more on the next stroke ; on the contrary, a valve which did 
.not lift at all on one stroke might move next time to a wide opening. 
The conclusion apparent seemed to be that while Lhe whole periphery 
of a blowing cylinder might be needed for the valves of cylinders of 
eight feet stroke, two-thirds of that periphery would suffice with the 
four foot example here given. Double leather valves of the sizes as- 
sumed, proved too stiff and refused to close tight, so that the air de- 
livery became instrffieient and a very high temperature of air in the 
cylinder esulted. Single leather valves with additional cross bars 
overcame all difficulties, and repeated examination showed that the 
valves closed with tightness, and opened without resistance. No sign 
of wear of the leather valves was exhibited after nearly two years' ser- 
vice. Prepared black lead with a small amount of sperm oil was the 
occasional lubricant of the blowing cylinders. The valves were well 
filled with dubbing at starting, and did not harden. 
A governor working a throttle valve was attached to the engines 
at first; the Huntoon governor, which possessed the nominal advantage 
of possible alteration of rate of speed while running, was tried, but it 
was found that the engines run irregularly with pulsations of 10 or 15 
strokes of length in accelerating and retarding velocities. The gov- 
ernor was then removed, and it appeared that the labor of the engine 
increased so rapidly with the quantity of air delivered (the pressure 
augmenting) that there could be no fear of its running away from 
any practical cause, and the speed thereafter was controlled with the 
main steam valve by the attendant of the cupolas. 
As a matter of some interest, the loss of performance (not effi- 
ciency) arising from the clearance in the air cylinder, was investi- 
gated. Owing to the difficulties of measurement of the cornel's, the 
valve boxes or mouths were filled with water (after the wooden filling 
pieces for waste spaces were in) from a weighed vessel. 
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Weight of water in one partition of inlet in cubic feet, 0"98 
Measurement of remainder of same partition " 0"57 
Weight of water in one partition of outlet " 0'56 
Measurement of remainder of same partition " 0'54 2-45 
For three partitions . " 7"35 
Add a half inch clearance of piston, " 0"52 
Total clearances at each end of cylinder, " 7"87 
As the area of the cylinder equals 12"56 sq. feet, the displacement 
of a stroke equals 25'12 cubic feet, and it follows that these clearances 
of 7'87 cubic feet are equivalent to 5-16ths (0"3125) the displace- 
ment of the piston, or 7½ inches of the length of the stroke. Assume : 
Pressure of blast at lbs. per square inch, 
1 2 5 10 15 20 25 
Then the total pressure upon the air enclosed in the clearances be- 
comes in each case equal to these plus 14"7 lbs., and the 7½ inches 
upon the area of the piston will expand before the atmospheric 
pressure is reached, a.nd the inlet valves can begin to open 
1 2 5 10 15 20 25 
14"7 14"7 14"7 14"7 14"7 14"7 14"7 
or in inches of length of stroke, 
0"51 1"02 2"55 5"10 7'65 10"2 12"75 
and, in place of 24 inches or the whole utroke, the effective length of 
stroke becomes, in inches of length of stroke, 
23'49 22"98 21"45 18"90 16"35 13"80 11"25 
and the volume of air at atmospheric pressure, taken into the air cyl- 
inders at each double stroke of the pair of engines, becomes, in cubic 
feet per revolution of fly wheel, 
98"21 96"14 89"66 79'00 68'34 57'68 45.02 
as the total displacement of the air pistons would be 100"48 cubic 
feet, the proportion of performance to displacement will be easily 
seen to be almost in decimals as given in the last line of figures. 
There is, of course, no loss of useful effect in this loss of perform- 
ance or capacity, except what proceeds from friction of parts of the 
engine as a whole, (or in possibly some complicated phenomena 
of transformation f force to heat) ; for the same force which is ex- 
pended in the compression of the volume of air left at the end of the 
stroke i~ the clearances (which it has been shown equals 7½ inches 
of stroke) is given back in impulse to the engine by expansion on 
the return stroke. Of course, this statement overlooks the resistance 
of the valves and the leakages, for which it may be presumed a fur 
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ther allowance of 5 to 10 per cent. of the capacity of the air cylinder as 
a whole can be admitted as loss in actual performance. Whence it 
would appear that with 25 ]bs. pressure of air blast (above the at- 
mosphere), blowing engines with valves, valve spaces and total clear- 
ances, as shown in this example, would deliver less than half the 
quantity of air due to the displacement of the air pistons, while at 
2 lbs. pressure, they would deliver about nine-tenths of the same dis- 
placement. I f  the supposed blowing engine to give 25 lbs. were to 
have (as appeared from observation of this example to be sufficient) 
but two-thirds the number of valves, and the valve passages be pro- 
portionally reduced in size ; the ratio of delivery to displacement 
would thus (under 25 lbs. pressure) be increased from 45 to 56 per 
cent. This supposition of 25 lbs. pressure requirement is obviously 
in great excess, and at the practical pressure for a blast furnace' of 
10 lbs., the air delivery of these blowing engines approximates to- 
wards 80 per cent. of the capacity of the air cylinders. 
INDICATOR DIAGRAMS. 
DOUBLR BL6w!~G E~Gx~. 
Speed 60 Revo lu t ions .  
8team Cylinders. bottom side 
i [  ! 
/ 
/ 
- ~/ /7 
The accompanying pair of 
diagrams will illustrate the per- 
formance of the engine on reg- 
ular work in the middle of a 
heat  (of three or three and a 
half hours) before the charge 
in the cupola had become very 
heavy. At the time of taking 
,o~ these cards, the pressure of 
~, 
steam, as gwen by a pressure 
gauge at the boilers , one hun- 
o dred feet distant from the 
! i I ! I z blowing engine, was 561bs., and 
i voir (6 feet long of 12-in. ver- 
~, ~, , from the engine, at least 48 to 
laches =o,~.~ c ,,~.-, both= .Ide 50 lbs. ; and it was consequently 
necessary to throttle the steam by the main steam valve to give the 26 
lbs. maximum steam pressure indicated on the cards. As no consider- 
able steam supply chamber existed in the pipes and steam chests be- 
tween the main valve and the slide valve faces, the effect of the throttling 
upon the top line of the indication, when both cylinders were receiving 
steam simultaneously~ is marked. The steam pressure will be seen to 
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have equaled 17"8 lbs. on the average, and the air pressure 0'8 lbs., 
giving the entire useful effect of the steam of 72 per cent. to the pass 
age of the delivery valves, all frictions of engine being included. This 
ratio of useful effect would increase with an increase of pressures. At 
and below a half pound pressure per square inch, the centrifugal fan 
becomes the more economic machine, the ratios of economy of the 
fan over any other means of moving air increasing rapidly as the 
pressures fall below twelve inches of water column; above this pres- 
sure the rivalry is between the reciprocating and the rotary engine, and 
at the present ime the rotary engine, either as a motor or as an ap- 
pliance of force, seems carcely to have equaled the reciprocating one. 
The proportions of the steam to the blowing cylinder, one to six- 
teen, in this instance gave the definite ultimatum to the pressures. 
The steam was supplied by a four inch pipe of about 100 feet length, 
but well coated for protection from loss of heat, from boilers usually 
carrying 60 lbs. pressure; some other demands were supplied by 
the same pipe, so that the final supply at the engine could not be 
taken to exceed 48 to 50 lbs. pressure, and with the cut off and 
cushion of the valve, the average maximum pressure would become 
about 40 to 45 lbs., thus giving a possible pressure of air blast of 
from 2¼ to 2½ pounds only. While, however, these proportions con- 
trolled pressure of blast to this limit, it was perfectly feasible to have 
made the steam cylinders of any required diameter, and at 2 ft. di- 
ameter this little engine would have possessed the power needed for 
running a blast furnace at usual pressures for anthracite coal, that 
is, up to 10 lbs. pressure of blast per square inch. Such an engine 
running at the moderate piston speed of 3"20 feet per minute, or 8 
revolutions, would give 7000 cubic feet of air in that time, and rep- 
resents the average demand for the production of 30 tons of pig 
metal in 24 hours. The requirements of the most recent practice in 
iron making are much larger in quantity, but it has been demonstrated 
that these engines run with quietness at much higher speeds than 80 
revolutions (120 revolutions having frequently been attained), and 
there can be no objection to the use of several engines, as many 
may be desired to supply a quantity demanded, while there are many 
advantages which would follow such use. For the cupola, or for the 
light blast of the light burden of a charcoal furnace, the type of en- 
gine now described offers, in simplicity of construction, in steadiness 
of blast, in probable duration and exemption from accident, in room 
occupied, and in original cost, many palpable advantages. 
